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Abstract

Today’s countless benefits of exploiting data come with a hefty price in terms of privacy. k-Anonymous
microaggregation is a powerful technique devoted to revealing useful demographic information of microgroups
of people, whilst protecting the privacy of individuals therein. Evidently, the inherent distortion of data
results in the degradation of its utility. This work proposes and analyzes an anonymization method that
draws upon the technique of linear discriminant analysis (LDA), with the aim of preserving the empirical
utility of data. Further, this utility is measured as the accuracy of a machine learning model trained on the
microaggregated data. By transforming the original data records to a different data space, LDA enables
k-anonymous microaggregation to build microcells more tailored to an intrinsic classification threshold. To
do this, first, data is rotated (projected) towards the direction of maximum discrimination and, second,
scaled in this direction by a factor α that penalizes distortion across the classification threshold. The upshot
is that thinner cells are built along the threshold, which ends up preserving data utility in terms of the
accuracy of machine learned models for a number of standardized data sets.
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1. Introduction

Modern technologies and massive access to them by billions of people have enabled the generation of vast
amounts of data. Also, more powerful and sophisticated information systems are developed to exploit such
data with the aim of getting unprecedented intelligence and personalization. The potential benefits of these
technologies are countless in several fields such as healthcare, advertising, and even industrial engineering
[33, 59, 28]. For most of such fields, more utility can be mined from data to unveil qualitatively superior
insight into challenges and opportunities that may otherwise remain undiscovered [15, 44].

A compelling example of application where data utility is absolutely critical is, undoubtedly, health and,
particularly, precision or personalized medicine. In this domain, a large data sample could reveal otherwise
subtle patterns. To illustrate this point, we recall a well-known medical experiment conducted in 1989,
in which a large number of participants in a study allowed practitioners to find out a slight but clinically
relevant effect of aspirin tablets in participants who had a myocardial infarction [44]. From a sample of
22, 071 individuals, the study found that heart attacks were 0.77% less frequent when participants took an
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aspirin table every other day, a phenomenon that would have been much harder to observe without such a
large sample.

But exploitation of data encompasses serious privacy risks when information is associated with individ-
uals. Since abundant details are usually collected about them, even after suppressing identifier attributes
such as full names, other, apparently innocuous, personal attributes (quasi-identifiers), could still be used
to re-identify an individual [56]. Thus, if a sensitive attribute (gender, health status, income) were disclosed
along with other information, re-identification would enable an attacker to associate an individual with such
attribute, thus violating her privacy. But this risk is exacerbated by the fact that data has become a core
asset for companies [2], so there is a great incentive to exploit, share and even sell data to maximize profit.

Statistical disclosure control (SDC) is commonly used to tackle these privacy risks when disclosing mi-
crodata files (individual user data tabulated in records). Such SDC techniques build on perturbing quasi-
identifier attributes to de-identify records, a process also called anonymization. The privacy models enforced
through user data perturbation, e.g., k-anonymity [55, 46] or ε-differential privacy [11], are usually condi-
tioned by a privacy parameter that defines an upper bound on the re-identification risk.

Differential privacy and other privacy criteria such as multi-party computation [65, 5] and integral privacy
[60] are out of the scope of this work, since our target application is that of data release for general statistical
analysis with a focus on data utility. Recall that differential privacy is conceived for online querying on
predefined computations, and that in general it imposes stringent restrictions, both in terms of usability
and data utility. Those restrictions, explained also in [31], render it rather inadequate for our purposes.

On the other hand, k-anonymous microaggregation is a high-utility mechanism to protect privacy in
microdata by obfuscating demographic attributes. Carefully aggregating these attributes, a minimum level
of distortion must be applied to original data. In fact, k-anonymous microaggregation is an excellent
approach to applications requiring the preservation of data utility [42].

Obfuscating data to protect privacy naturally affects its resulting utility [49]. Consequently, there is
a trade-off that must be addressed so that data exploitation keeps feasible and usable. In this line, the
role of SDC mechanisms is guaranteeing a given level of privacy while preserving (some of) the utility of
anonymized data.

The impact of these mechanisms on the utility of data has been commonly measured using standard, but
merely syntactical, metrics, such as mean-squared error (MSE). However, to capture the practical utility
of anonymized data, other metrics related to its application domain might be more relevant. For example,
since a very common domain of application is building machine learning models, accuracy or F-measure of
these models could be reasonable metrics of empirical utility.

Aiming to find a balance among privacy and empirical utility, some research is devoted, not only to
design new less-“destructive” protection algorithms, but also to “adapt” already existing algorithms that
increase the resulting utility of anonymized data. In this line, recent work is increasingly oriented to propose
semantic (more empirical) approaches to the preservation of data utility when protecting privacy [48, 41, 1].

Although utility is certainly the raison d’etre of our effort, another parameter key to privacy protection
usability is computational complexity. If protection mechanisms cannot cope with the (sometimes real-time)
requirements of modern applications, they render unusable no matter how much utility is preserved. A few
works have been proposed recently in this direction [35, 42].

In this work, we present and assess a strategy to preserve (empirical) utility of data after a k-anonymous
microaggregation algorithm is applied. By representing original data in a new rotated and scaled domain,
we adjust the implementation of the microaggregation algorithm to the specific application domain of data,
which in this case is binary classification. As a result, the error of the machine learning model, when
evaluated over new testing data, is reduced, at no cost, even for high anonymity levels.

1.1. Contribution and plan of the paper
The anonymization method addressed in this work is computationally and functionally efficient since the
utility of data is preserved while the privacy level offered by an underlying microaggregation algorithm is
left intact, at no additional cost in terms of running time.

Interestingly, data utility preservation at no (computational) cost could be a great incentive to adopt
privacy protection technologies. In fact, some big tech companies are turning their privacy stance into a
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huge competitive advantage. Thus, the companies that best adapt their operation to privacy requirements
(preserving data utility and algorithm usability) will be in better position to exploit such advantage. In this
context, these parameters could become a powerful value generator.

Below we briefly describe the main contributions of this work. For the sake of illustration, the highlights
of our contributions are summarized in Fig. 1.

• Firstly, we propose the novel application of a powerful algebraic-statistical method to the problem of
preserving empirical data utility when microaggregating microdata for privacy protection. Secondly,
unlike the standard syntactical utility metrics, we verify the soundness of our contribution using an
empirical metric from machine learning methods.

• Precisely, our method is based on applying Linear Discriminant Analysis to find the direction of
maximum discrimination within the data space. This enables the microaggregation mechanism to
intelligently tailor its anonymization strategy to the specific application domain of such data (binary
classification in this case).

• This approach also involves weighting, i.e., adequately scaling, said discriminating direction in such a
way that distances in this direction are penalized when creating k-anonymous microcells. The upshot
is that microcells are grouped much less coarsely along the classification threshold.

• As this is, to the best of our knowledge, the first application of LDA to the field of SDC, to give
some intuition regarding our approach, we include in this work a running example that allows us
to graphically illustrate the transformation applied to data for preserving utility. This is presented
along with an introduction of the theoretical foundations of LDA.

• Finally, we systematically evaluate this method on several data sets, both real and synthetic, using
different machine learning algorithms and increasing anonymity levels and scaling factors.

 

 HIGHLIGHTS 
• The primary goal of this work is to preserve the utility of data when it is processed for privacy protection  

through !-anonymous microaggregation. 
• Our strategy devises an algebraic-statistical method based on LDA for changing the representation of data by  

rotating it and then scaling the first component of the resulting projection.  
• Being binary classification our application domain of data, our method builds !-anonymous microcells much less 

coarsely along a classification threshold. 
• Since it is less likely that microcells overlap with such threshold, more accurate learning models can be built without a 

price in computational complexity.  
• The validity of our method is confirmed with extensive experimentation on synthetic as well as standardized datasets, 

in terms of empirical utility (accuracy of machine learning models applied on microaggregated data). 

Figure 1: Highlights of our contribution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 briefly reviews the current state of the art in k-anonymous
microaggregation metrics and algorithms in the SDC literature. Some related works are presented in §2.
§3 formally presents the proposed formulation of our privacy preserving approach, while §4 presents the
experimental analysis and outcomes of this strategy. Finally, conclusions are drawn in §5.

2. State of the art on k-anonymous microaggregation

2.1. Background on microaggregation
When microdata is to be disclosed to a not fully trusted party, suppressing identifiers (full names, iden-
tity numbers) is a first step to protect user privacy. But the combination of other commonly demographic
attributes could still individuate data subjects; these attributes are called quasi-identifiers. These quasi-
identifiers are regularly object of privacy protection mechanisms. Finally, confidential attributes, i.e., sensi-
tive information about individuals, are usually disclosed without modification since de-identification of data
owners is assumed when quasi-identifiers are anonymized.
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k-Anonymous microaggregation operates over quasi-identifiers by dividing a microdata set in cells such
that every cell contains at least k user records (aggregation). To protect privacy, the records of each cell
are replaced by a representative record (reconstruction), thus enforcing k-anonymity. Figure 2 depicts this
process where after identifiers are suppressed from a microdata set, quasi-identifiers are microaggregated in
3-anonymous cells while confidential attributes are left untouched.

 

Patient Sex Age Hgt
cm BMI ♥/min SpO2

%
Heart 

desease

Loise Lane F 32 175 21.8 81 97 Yes

Peter Parker M 34 170 19.8 112 99 Yes

Irena Dubrovna F 33 180 22.9 105 90 No

Bruce Wayne M 43 175 21.9 55 100 No

Laura Kinney F 47 180 30.3 92 93 Yes

Clark Kent M 45 185 23.4 78 98 No

Identifiers Quasi-identifiers Confidential attributes

Patient Sex Age Hgt
cm

BMI ♥/min SpO2
%

Heart 
desease

Loise Lane 0.67 33 170 21.5 81 97 Yes

Peter Parker 0.67 33 170 21.5 112 99 Yes

Irena Dubrovna 0.67 33 170 21.5 105 90 No

Bruce Wayne 0.33 45 180 25.2 55 100 No

Laura Kinney 0.33 45 180 25.2 92 93 Yes

Clark Kent 0.33 45 180 25.2 78 98 No
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Figure 2: Toy example of k-anonymous micoraggregation. After suppressing identifiers, the records are clustered in groups of
size k (microcells). Then, the quasi-identifiers in each micro cell are replaced a representative tuple (e.g., a centroid). Finally,
microaggregated quasi-identifiers and original confidential attributes are published.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, a representative tuple for each aggregated cell was obtained by averaging their
numerical data and was used for reconstruction. However, other reconstruction mechanisms can be employed
depending on the microaggregation algorithm, e.g., replacing values with intervals, directly suppressing
attribute values, or even suppressing entire records from microdata.

To give some intuition, if numerical quasi-identifiers could be drawn as points in the Euclidean space,
k-anonymous microaggregation could be seen as a mechanism to partition such points in cells of size of at
least k. Then, each cell would be represented by a point or interval within such cell so its shape will depend
on the implementation chosen. We depict such intuition in Fig. 3.

 𝑥

𝑥
Quasi-identifier
𝑥 𝑥 , 𝑥 𝑞 𝑗 𝑞

Perturbed
quasi-identifier 

(centroid)

Aggregated 
microcell

𝑥 ,𝑥 𝑥 𝑞

Figure 3: Intuition regarding k-anonymous microaggregation. The two-dimensional quasi-identifiers of a microdata set are
depicted as points in an Euclidean space. Microaggregation partitions such points by building k-anonymous microcells to then
replace each tuple with the centroid of the corresponding microcell.

2.2. Algorithms for k-anonymous microaggregation
Getting groups of exactly k records from a microdataset is a strong restriction. In fact, multivariate microag-
gregation is an NP-hard problem. Thus, several heuristic algorithms have been proposed to cope with such
complexity. First, the maximum distance (MD) [8] and its variation, maximum distance to average vector
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(MDAV) ([8, 9]) are cataloged as fixed-size algorithms because all aggregated groups but one have exactly
k elements. Variable-size algorithms include, on the other hand, µ-Approx by [14], minimum spanning tree
(MST) by [16], variable MDAV (V-MDAV) by [18] and two-fixed reference points algorithms (TFRP) [4].

The de facto standard for numerical microaggregation is the MDAV algorithm. It was proposed by [16]
as a practical evolution of a multivariate fixed-size microaggregation method and conceived by [7]. Since
we use MDAV to illustrate our method in this work, for the sake of reproducibility, we provide in Fig. 4 a
simplified version of that given by [9] and termed “MDAV generic”.

A. Rodríguez-Hoyos et al.: Does k-Anonymous Microaggregation Affect Machine-Learned Macrotrends?

Algorithm 1 MDAV “generic”, functionally equivalent to Algorithm 5.1 in [15]

function MDAV
input k, (xj)

n
j=1 .Anonymity parameter k, quasi-ID portion (xj)

n
j=1 of a data set of n records

output q .Assignment function from records to microcells j 7→ q(j)

1: while 2k points or more in the data set remain to be assigned to microcells do
2: find the centroid (average) C of those remaining points
3: find the furthest point P from the centroid C, and the furthest point Q from P
4: select and group the k− 1 nearest points to P , along with P itself, into a microcell, and do the same with the k− 1

nearest points to Q
5: remove the two microcells just formed from the data set
6: if there are k to 2k − 1 points left then
7: form a microcell with those and finish
8: else .At most k − 1 points left, not enough for a new microcell
9: adjoin any remaining points to the last microcell .Typically nearest microcell

TABLE 1. Summary of Related Contributions

Reference
Anonymization

algorithm

Type of
attributes

used
Application domain Max size of

data sets Max value of k Main focus

Inan et al,
2009 [21] DataFly Hybrid Classification 5,000 128 Comparing classifiers on

anonymized data

LeFevre et al,
2006 [25] Mondrian, TDS Hybrid Classification 49,657 1,000 Algorithms to anonymize data

while preserving utility

Chaudhuri
and
Monteleoni,
2008 [6]

Differential
Privacy Numeric Classification N/A N/A Improving ML algorithm to work

with anonymized data

Lin and Chen,
2010 [31] DataFly Numeric Classification 270-49,990 128 Improving ML algorithm to work

with anonymized data

Kisilevich et
al, 2010 [23]

kACTUS, TDS,
TDR, Mondrian,

kADET
Hybrid Classification 42,244 1,000

Building an algorithm to protect
privacy in classification tasks
(comparing accuracy with others)

Jaffer et al,
2014 [22] Mondrian Hybrid Classification 1,000 50

Building an algorithm to protect
privacy in classification tasks
(comparing accuracy with others)

Malle et al,
2016 [33] SaNGreeA Hybrid Classification 42,244 19

Showing the destructive effect of an
anonymization algorithm on
classification tasks

Gursoy et al,
2017 [19] k-Map Hybrid Classification 42,244 5

Evaluating an anonymization
algorithm based on differential
privacy

Brickell and
V Shmatikov,
2008 [4]

Mondrian Hybrid Classification 42,244 1,000
A methodology to measure the
tradeoff between loss of privacy
and gain of utility

introduced to) anonymized data, just to compare the perfor-
mance of adapted classifiers or anonymization mechanisms.
One of these works is [45], where the effects of four
microaggregation algorithms on the estimation of a linear
regression is compared, when solely applied to simulated
data sets. Other works propose improvements on machine
learning algorithms and methodologies, to obtain higher
utility (classification accuracy) from anonymized data. This
is the case of [21], where the authors develop a method to
increase the level of utility obtained from support vector
machine (SVM) and k-nearest neighbor (kNN) machine
learning algorithms, when data are anonymized with the
DataFly algorithm. By feeding these algorithms with statis-
tics from original data, in addition to anonymized data,

greater utility ensues from the latter. In the same line, [6]
describes an adjustment to logistic regression that provides
differential privacy [18]. Furthermore, decision tree learning
methods are developed in [34] and [53] that enforce l-
diversity and differential privacy, respectively, as privacy
criteria and whose accuracy levels approach those of a non-
private decision tree. Using a different focus, [31] and [30]
address the privacy risk resulting from the release of SVM
and the anonymized data. Privacy preserving versions of
SVM are proposed and their classification accuracies are
used to compare them with the original SVM.

A great deal of research has also investigated adapta-
tions of anonymization algorithms that generate private data
of “higher quality”. In that context, the utility of anonymized
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Figure 4: MDAV “generic”, functionally equivalent to Algorithm 5.1 in [9].

In general, the implementations of microaggregation have been oriented to preserve the utility of data
[22, 30, 6], which is evidently affected due to perturbation. Although the usual metric to measure such utility
is MSE, other semantic-oriented metrics could be considered, aiming to conceive realistic implementations.

We use MDAV since it is a well-known microaggregation algorithm for numerical data in the literature
of database anonymization. In fact, many of these works refer to MDAV not only as a standard method
(or the most widely used) for microaggregation [57, 26] and use it as a baseline for comparison purposes
([54, 34]), but also recommend it due to its efficiency and performance [58] in terms of the resulting data
utility. Even in recent years, MDAV is used as the baseline to find new and improved microaggregation
approaches [17, 45, 24, 12, 66].

Talking about its impact on data utility, MDAV is even being actively used to enhance the utility of
differentially private data sets via record masking [36, 47, 52]. Interestingly, its averaging operations to find a
representative centroid turn to be a mechanism to reduce the amount of noise required to meet a differential
privacy criteria. Due to this de-noising effect, it is not surprising that microaggregation is commonly used
to face the privacy/utility trade-off together with machine learning techniques [3].

k-Anonymous microaggregation is hardly infallible in terms of privacy, particularly because only quasi-
identifiers are processed. The statistical characteristics of published confidential attributes, along with addi-
tional information an attacker might obtain, could give rise to similarity, skewness or background-knowledge
attacks [10, 37, 40]. Thus, several refinements have been proposed to k-anonymity, all of them requiring a
less homogeneous distribution of confidential in each k-anonymous microcell. To start, p-sensitive [61, 53],
requires that each microcell contains at least p different values of each confidential attribute. Going a little
further, l-diversity proposes that each microcell has at least l well-represented confidential values.

In general, the implementations of microaggregation have been oriented to reduce the inherent informa-
tion loss [22, 30, 6] due to perturbation, which commonly derives in more sophisticated and significantly
costlier implementations in terms of computational time [39].

2.3. Utility of microaggregated data
Resulting utility of anonymized data is commonly measured inversely as distortion applied, which is quan-
tified through the MSE when dealing with numerical attributes. However, there are other metrics, such
as accuracy, that have derived from the application domain of data, e.g., machine learning used to exploit
the statistical properties of information. Evidently, the more strict the privacy criteria enforced, the less
accurate the resulting (e.g., classification) models obtained from perturbed data.
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Classification accuracy and other machine learning metrics have been used in previous work to assess the
utility of perturbed data. Moreover, these evaluations use to assess the performance of classifiers specifically
adapted to operate on anonymized data [23, 18, 11, 29, 67], commonly using simulated data sets [50]. A lot of
research has also investigated modifications of anonymization algorithms to produce private data of ‘higher
quality”. In that context, the utility of anonymized data is evaluated in terms of classification accuracy of
machine learning models ([21], [19], and [20]). In [42], a systematic evaluation is performed to determine
the impact of k-anonymous microaggregation on the extraction of machine learned macrotrends from data.

3. Application of LDA to k-anonymous microaggregation

To explain the concept of LDA and then illustrate its application to preserving data utility while imple-
menting k-anonymous microaggregation, we next introduce some principles and notation that are explained
later through a running example. This example builds on a synthetic data set, generated according to the
scenario and parameters described below.

3.1. Introduction to the preservation of the utility of microaggregated data through LDA
In order to assess data utility, a metric is required; it commonly derives from the application domain of data.
For our approach, we use binary classification as the application domain since machine learning is increasingly
used to exploit data. Namely, we assume that data requiring anonymization through microaggregation will
be further processed to extract a binary classification model.

However, k-anonymous microaggregation groups records (building cells) without considering any appli-
cation domain, so both privacy protection and data exploitation might be naturally incompatible in terms
of utility preservation. Thus, or aim is modify this aggregation process such that it adjusts to the binary
classification algorithm while privacy is still protected.

Binary classification, in general, obtains a threshold that enables classifying the elements of a given set
that, in our scenario, consists of multidimensional numeric points. Since k-anonymous microaggregation
groups such points in cells without any particular shape or direction, it is likely that said threshold will split
some of the cells, implying that their corresponding centroids misrepresent their aggregated points when
obtaining a classification model. In order to address this issue that would affect the resulting utility of data,
we resort to LDA.

LDA ([32, 13]) is a method commonly used as a preprocessing step before implementing machine learning
classification. It aims at modeling the difference between classes of data by projecting a data set onto a
lower-dimensional space. To do this, loosely speaking, LDA looks for maximizing the distance (separability)
among the data of different classes (their means) while minimizing the variation within each class. Such
projection enables good class separability and even a reduction of computational costs on classification tasks
([51]) .

LDA and Fisher’s linear discriminant technique ([13]) are often used interchangeably, but there is a
subtle difference. On the one hand, with Fisher’s linear discriminant, we seek to maximize the ratio between
the determinants of the between-class covariance and the within-class covariance. On the other hand, LDA
fits a Gaussian homoscedastic mixture to the generative model via maximum likelihood estimation. The
original linear discriminant was described for a 2-class problem, and it was generalized later for multiple
classes. Both methods result in the same direction of best discrimination for the corresponding class from
the multivariate observation.

Interestingly, such direction of best discrimination can be used to tailor the microaggregation process
such that microcells are built aligned to such direction; by, basically, a rotation. In addition, we propose a
weighing step of the records. Both of this building blocks (rotation and scaling/weighting) aim at increasing
the separability of the two classes embedded in data to facilitate the construction of utility-preserving
microcells. Namely, our approach would be implemented before applying the original microaggregation
process, as depicted in the scheme of Fig. 5 .

In the next subsections we try to depict by example how this direction of best discrimination is obtained.
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LDA scalar
multiplication

rotation scalation microaggregation

original data anonymized 
data

Figure 5: Main building blocks of our proposal to preserve utility from microaggregated data.

3.2. Integration of LDA into k-anonymous microaggregation
In this section we explain our proposed method in detail. We include a description on the scope considered
–in particular for data utility exploitation– and a step-by-step illustration of the integration of LDA into
k-anonymous microaggregation.

Figure 6: Depiction of the quasi-identifiers (x2 vs x1) of our toy synthetic data set. Samples are colored according to their
class, y; blue for y = 0 and red for y = 1. The direction defined by mean points of both classes is the direction of maximum
discrimination on which data will be projected to maximize its separability.

3.2.1. Scope and preliminar notation
As stated in §3.1, the scope of our work, in terms of data utility extraction (and application domain of
data), is binary classification. Thus, we next make a brief description of the main elements of this scenario,
the math connecting them, and the notation that will be used along the rest of this section.

First, consider a population of patients whose attributes (e.g., height/weight) and diabetes status are
studied to build a model capable of detecting diabetes in new individuals, based on said attributes, i.e., a
binary classification problem.

Then, let x be a numeric random variable (r. v.) in Rn, i.e., an n-dimensional vector representing these
attributes for an individual. Also, let Y be a binary random variable representing whether a patient has a
diabetes condition (Y = 1) or not (Y = 0), i.e., a label. Let µ1 and µ0 be the mean vectors of the diabetic
and non-diabetic subpopulations, respectively, considering only their attributes. Accordingly, let Σ1 and Σ2
be the corresponding covariance matrices, and p the prevalence of diabetics in this example. Finally, let

ΣW = (1− p)Σ0 + pΣ1

be the within-class covariance matrix associated to the two-class data mentioned above. For single-class
Fisher’s discriminant, there is no need to compute the between-class matrix.

ΣB = (1− p) p(µ1 − µ0) (µ1 − µ0)T .
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Figure 7: Microcells of samples obtained by applying k-anonymous microaggregation with MDAV on our toy synthetic data
set (k = 100). Note how the single criteria to group points in clusters is their relative closeness.

Based on the previous definitions of x and Y , suppose a data set with n numerical attributes, resembling
n quasi-identifiers, and a binary label as the confidential attribute. Besides, assume Y is to some extent
predictable from the quasi-identifiers represented by x so the data set is useful in the realm of machine
learning classification. Accordingly, consider a generative model defined by

x|Y ∼ N (µ1, Σ)
x|Ȳ ∼ N (µ0, Σ), and
p

that builds a Gaussian homoscedastic mixture fit via machine learning estimation. After characterizing a
generic representation of the data on which our approach would be applicable, below we describe the method
for preserving its utility when microaggregated.

3.2.2. Data rotation and scaling
Our strategy for preserving data utility when microaggregating consists of building microcells shaped in
parallel to a discriminative direction and scaling data; all this with the aim to increase the separability of
numeric records when a learning model is built. Accordingly, the following paragraphs describe the steps
for finding such direction and implementing scaling of data.

To discern between Y and Ȳ , we use a discriminative model defined by P(Y |x), i.e., the probability a
posteriori of the event Y . Recall that the corresponding Bayes factor (BF)

P(x|Y )
P(x|Ȳ )

can be perfectly used as the discrimination function since it is a minimal sufficient statistic for Y from x
under this homoscedastic and multivariate Gaussian model.

If we obtain the natural logarithm of the BF (which can be seen as a unit change), it can be finally
expressed as a simple scalar product, i.e.,

ln BF =
〈
µ1 − µ0, x−

µ0 + µ1

2

〉
Σ−1

W

= (µ1 − µ0)T Σ−1
W

(
x− µ0 + µ1

2

)
.

We obtain a linear discriminant function whose direction of maximum discrimination (given that ΣW is
symmetric and applying some properties of the matrix multiplication) can be expressed as

U = Σ−1
W (µ1 − µ0).
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In general, for the multi-class Fisher’s discriminant, the compression matrix U contains the orthonormal
eigenvectors associated with the L−1 largest eigenvalues of Σ−1

W ΣB (regarded as the solution to a generalized
eigenvalue problem), where L denotes the number of classes. The optimization criterion is

max
U

det(UT ΣB U)
det(UT ΣWU) .

Rotation. LDA projects the data set (the part defined by x) on U , which defines the direction on which
the distance among the different classes of the data is maximized while their variance is minimized. As a
note, this direction can be more efficiently calculated, e.g., in MATLAB, without resorting to the calculation
of an inverse matrix but by solving a system of linear equations.

Then, with full QR decomposition, we find an orthonormal base extension of U , V (an orthonormal base
where one of the axes is U). This contains the normalized Fisher’s discriminant direction. Next, the original
attributes of the data set, which are points in the Euclidean space, are represented in terms of the new axes
defined by V . Thus, we get the projection

x′ = V T x,

where x′ is a transformed version of the original attributes represented by x. The first component of x′ is
the linear combination of the original attributes that best discriminate between the classes, while the rest
can be considered less relevant.

Scaling. In line with the spirit of increasing the separability of two-class data, we complement the
application of LDA with another strategy. We propose weighting the first transformed component, that
is, first component of the LDA projection, by a factor α ≥ 1. In this manner, distance and distortion
calculations will penalize the discrimination direction. Namely, we increase the distance among points
in this direction so that they can be more easily grouped into microcells that do not overlap with the
classification threshold. This scaling operation turns the new representation of data into the product S V T x,
for S = diag(α, 1, . . . , 1). Note that the scaling affects the first rotated component only, and this scaling can
be regarded as a multiplication by a diagonal matrix. This product can be equally computed as (S V T )x or
S (V T x), but if the data set to be transformed is very large, the former is much faster. Namely, this scaling
by S can be regarded as matrix multiplication and the rotation by V can be associatively lumped into a
transformation by a linear operator incorporating both scaling and rotation, for efficiency.

In Fig. 9 we summarize the main building blocks of the theoretical analysis of our proposal.

Figure 8: LDA projection of our toy synthetic data set on the direction of maximum discrimination x′1. Scaling is also applied
with α = 2.

To graphically illustrate the wellness of our utility-preserving methods, we next depict their application
in a simple scenario. In §4.6 we assess them experimentally using real data sets.
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Figure 9: Main building blocks and theoretical operations involved in our proposal for preserving data utility. This can also
be read as the particular experimentally methodology followed for its implementation.

From the scenario and generative model proposed in §3.2, assume a toy synthetic dataset of 1000 records,
with two numerical quasi-identifiers (say, e.g., weight and height) x1, x2, and a corresponding binary con-
fidential attribute y for each individual (e.g., diabetes status). For the sake of clarity, let us illustrate the
distribution of these quasi-identifiers in Fig. 6, where x1 and x2 are plotted as points in two dimensions in
the Cartesian plane. Evidently, the confidential attribute y is somewhat dependent on the contribution of
the quasi-identifiers x1, x2, so a model can be learned to predict the former one from the latter ones.

If k-anonymous microaggregation through MDAV is employed to protect the identity of data owners,
these points are grouped in cells of size k as graphically depicted in Fig. 7. As can be seen in this figure,
microcells are built considering only relative closeness among points, so they tend to be grouped more or less
equidistantly from a centroid. This produces “thick” groups with no particular orientation in any direction.
Such thickness, and the omnidirectional distribution of cells, however, makes them more prone to fall over
the classification threshold; thus, their corresponding centroids will likely misrepresent such points when a
classification model is built. This evidently may contribute to reducing data utility.

Finding a maximally discriminative direction over which this data can be represented, LDA seems to be a
convenient technique for k-anonymous microaggregation in terms of resulting empirical utility of anonymized
data. In practice, LDA will maximize separation of data of the two classes and the inherent distortion would
be weighted using an empirical parameter α. While in Fig. 6 we draw such direction, defined by the mean
points of both classes of data, in Fig. 8 we can see the LDA projection of the data set on this direction.
Said otherwise, data is rotated and scaled in this direction.

3.2.3. Brief discussion
Within this new representation of data, MDAV builds “thinner” microcells in the direction of maximum

discrimination. Namely, increasing the separability between classes will enable MDAV to tailor the shape
of resulting microcells to the intrinsic classification threshold estimated by LDA. This new distribution of
cells is illustrated in Fig. 10 for our toy example. There we plot the microcells built from the original data
set, following the microcell assignment obtained from microaggregating the LDA projection of the data set.

Since the resulting cells are clearly distributed in parallel to the intrinsic classification threshold gotten
by LDA (Fig. 10), it is much less likely that such threshold falls over multiple cells. Thus, very few centroids
would misrepresent data when a machine learning model is built from microaggregated data, preserving, in
this way, its utility.

Besides preserving data utility, our method does not involve any additional computational complexity
since the microaggregation process is not essentially changed but the representation of data before being
anonymized. Fortunately, rotating and scaling data to change its representation are tasks performed once
and does not entail significant complexity with respect to that of the iterative and complex process of
microaggregation.
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Figure 10: Microcells built in our original toy example by using the microcell assignment obtained from microaggregating
the LDA projection of the data set (k = 100). Note how microcells are thinner in the direction of maximum discrimination,
favoring the separation of the two classes by a classification task.
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Figure 11: Main experimental methodology followed to implement our utility-preserving privacy protection approach on top of
MDAV-based k-anonymous microaggregation.
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4. Experimental evaluation

In this section we aim at describing the general context of the evaluation of our proposal on preserving the
utility of anonymized data. For this, we describe the scenario assumed, the evaluation criteria (privacy and
utility metrics), the tools used, and the phases implemented.

4.1. Evaluation scenario
Our evaluation revolves around the standard attack model in the SDC literature ([25]). To start, we assume
a microdata set that needs to be released for research purposes. This microdata set has quasi-identifiers
and a single confidential attribute. In this case, the utility of data lies in the statistical dependence among
quasi-identifiers and a confidential attribute (such a diagnosis). In particular, such dependence would derive
in a learning model to classify other individuals, e.g., as sick or healthy. In this data mining context,
quasi-identifier records used to build the model are input samples, while the confidential records are output
labels.

Besides, due to evident privacy concerns in this context, k-anonymous microaggregation is applied over
quasi-identifiers to protect the privacy of data subjects. Thus, instead of original data, anonymized quasi-
identifiers along with untouched confidential attributes are released. However, the utility of anonymized
data would be undermined since obfuscating quasi-identifier records will most likely affect the quality of
statistical trends embedded.

As mentioned in previous sections, to preserve such utility, we propose using LDA and scaling on the
data as part of the microaggregation process. To assess this approach, we test it on several data sets and
compare the resulting utility with that of data anonymized only with MDAV.

4.2. Data sets
With respect to the data, we use real and synthetic data sets. Furthermore, given the scenario proposed

in this work, two main conditions are met when selecting data, in particular for real data sets. First, we
look for microdata sets, i.e., data containing demographic information about actual individuals, such that
a privacy concern might be involved. Second, we require data whose confidential attribute evidence a clear
statistical dependence on its quasi-identifiers, since data utility is measured in terms of the capability of a
machine learning algorithm to exploit such dependence. Given the last condition, standardized data sets
that do now show such statistical characteristic were excluded.

We use four data sets: three real and one synthetic. The first one is “UCI Adult” data set [62], standard-
ized in the evaluation of microaggregation algorithms but, conveniently, also employed to assess machine
learning algorithms. The other two real data sets are “Breast Cancer Wisconsin” data set [63] and “Heart
disease” data set [64], both containing medical data extensively used to evaluate binary classification tasks.
Finally, we created an elementary synthetic data set with three attributes mimicking two quasi-identifiers
and a binary confidential attribute, in the same way as the toy example illustrated in §3.2.2. In table 1 we
include greater details of these data sets.

4.3. Evaluation criteria
To assess the performance of our utility-preserving method we need two metrics: a privacy metric and a
utility metric. Both enable us to measure how data utility is preserved as privacy protection is increased.
The privacy metric we use is k-anonymity since microaggregation algorithms aim at guaranteeing such
criteria. Higher values of k imply larger anonymous microcells, so will offer more privacy to the subjects
involved. Naturally, less utility is expected from data anonymized with higher values of k.

As described in §4.1, our evaluation scenario assumes that binary classification is the application domain
of data. Thus, the corresponding utility metric here employed is classification accuracy, i.e., the accuracy
of the classification model built from data, whether anonymized or not. Basically, accuracy quantifies the
rate of correctly classified samples in a test set. Previous work has used accuracy as a utility metric, an
empirical alternative to distortion measured as MSE ([20, 21, 27]). For the sake of confirmation, we also use
F-measure as another machine-learning-based utility metric.
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4.4. Algorithms and tools
In order to assess the effectiveness of our approach, we use some inputs and tools that we put together and
describe next. We refer to the type of data and to the algorithms used for privacy protection and utility
exploitation.

As expected, the privacy protection mechanism we use is MDAV, the de facto microaggregation algorithm.
Besides its benefits in terms of time complexity, it has demonstrated to offer interesting results in terms of
distortion and classification accuracy [42].

To measure the utility of microaggregated data, we use the machine learning algorithms that obtain
the best performance, in terms of classification accuracy, from each of our data sets. Since the intrinsic
nature of the data sets might vary, we experimentally determine the best performer by testing a series of
algorithms such as boosted trees, logistic regression, Support Vector Machine, and k-nearest neighbor on
the original data. This way we more rigorously adapt our evaluation to the specific utility context. For the
aforementioned data sets, the machine learning algorithms that provide the best results are boosting trees
(Adult) and logistic linear regression (for the rest).

Finally, all the tests whose results are here presented were implemented with MATLAB 2018B. This
includes loading and preprocessing data, the implementation of MDAV [9], as well as the evaluation of
the resulting utility of perturbed data sets. This evaluation implies building machine learning models over
data and applying such models over new data to measure classification accuracy and F-measure; all of
this automatized using specific embedded functions for each algorithm. Greater detail is given in the next
subsection.

Table 1: Description of the Data sets Used to Evaluate the Impact of k-Anonymous microaggregation

Data set
# of

records

# of at-
tributes
used as
quasi-
identifiers

list of quasi-identifiers used
(input)

confidential
attribute

(output label
of the data set
in ML terms)

Adult [62] 45,222 15 Age, education-num, marital-status,
sex, capital-gain, hours-per-week

Salary
(>50K?)

Breast Cancer
Wisconsin [63] 699 9

clump thickness, uniformity of cell
size, uniformity of cell shape,
marginal adhesion, single epithelial
cell size, bare nuclei, bland
chromatin, normal nucleoli, mitoses

class (be-
nign/malignant)

Heart Disease
[64] 303 13

age, sex, chest pain type, trestbps,
serum cholestoral, fasting blood
sugar, resting electrocardiographic
results, maximum heart rate
achieved, exercise induced angina,
ST depression induced by exercise,
the slope of the peak exercise ST
segment, number of major vessels
(0-3) colored by flourosopy, thal

diagnosis of
heart disease

Synthetic 1000 2 x1, x2 y

4.5. Methodology
Next we describe the experimental methodology we use to assess the effectiveness of our (empirical) utility-
preserving approach for k-anonymous microaggregation. Figure 11 synthesizes the flow of the evaluation
procedure, while Fig. 9 illustrates the specific methodology implemented for our utility-preserving strategy.
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In general, our evaluation builds on determining whether the utility of microaggregated data is preserved
better when LDA is considered as part of the anonymization process. In this scenario, two main steps
are carried out: anonymization through k-anonymous microaggregation, and utility extraction through
the application of a machine learning algorithm over anonymized data. Figure 11 illustrates the flow of
these steps. To assess the benefits of our LDA-based approach, then, we measure the performance of such
algorithm when LDA is used and when not.

But some preprocessing involving three steps is required. First, we transform the categorical values of
the data set to numeric since MDAV only deals with numerical data. Moreover, for validation purposes
explained in the next paragraphs, we split each data set in two sets: a training set and a test set such that
the former’s size is 3/4 of the data set. Afterwards, we implement zero-mean, unit-variance normalization
to each column of the training set, involving only quasi-identifiers.

Once normalized, the microaggregation algorithm is fed with the training set for data perturbation. We
test progressively increasing values of k to then measure the utility degradation of data due to k-anonymous
microaggregation. Figure 9 shows the specific process followed to obtain the anonymized data set from
our approach proposed here. To start, the quasi-identifier values of the training set are transformed by
projecting them through LDA and scaling them by a factor α. Then, the resulting transformed data is
microaggregated using MDAV. Finally, the microcell assignment (a vector indicating the cell to which each
record belongs) from the last step is applied on the original data to obtain the microaggregated data set, as
depicted in Fig. 9.

With respect to the scaling, we made several tests varying the factor α from 1 (no scaling) to 64. Then,
when presenting the results, we drew the corresponding maximum trace, i.e., the highest accuracy and
F-measure values reached for each value of k.

After the anonymization phase, we implement the utility extraction phase. For this, we build a clas-
sification model using the microaggregated version of each data set (the training subset) as input. The
algorithms showing best performance in terms of utility are boosting trees and logistic regression, and the
specific functions implemented in MATLAB 2018b are used for training using 5-fold cross validation. Finally,
each resulting classification model is evaluated over the test set originally extracted during the preprocess-
ing phase; then accuracy and F-Measure are obtained. Namely, the machine-learned model built from
microaggregated data is tested on a different portion of original data. This scenario mimics the (e.g., med-
ical) context in which a researcher would look for predicting a patient’s condition (based on his data) by
employing a machine learning model trained from anonymized shared data about other patients.

4.6. Experimental results
In this section, we describe the results of assessing the performance of our LDA-based k-anonymous

microaggregation in terms of utility preservation. To this end, we present a series of figures where such
performance is compared with that of MDAV. As previously explained, since we address the empirical
utility of data, the metrics used are accuracy and F-measure of machine learned models when trained over
data microaggregated, using an increasing value of k.

To start, we assess our approach on UCI Adult data set. In this case, we do not use all the records but
a sample of 10% of them, looking for reducing even more the data utility after microaggregation. To keep
the structure of the original data set, we take a random sample that preserves the prevalence of the output
(confidential) attribute. By reducing the baseline utility, we think we can better visualize the effects of data
utility preservation.

In Fig. 12 we depict the results of empirical utility extracted from the UCI Adult data set after applying
k-anonymous microaggregation. Note that, as expected, the values of both metrics show a decreasing trend
as the value of k increases: the impact of anonymization eventually renders data useless.

However, as depicted in Fig. 12, despite the inevitable degradation, the improvement, both in terms
of accuracy and F-measure, is not only clear but significant in some cases when using MDAV with LDA.
For example, when k = 50, the accuracy of the machine learning model goes from 81.8% to 83.9%, i.e., the
error is reduced from 16.1% to 13.2%, which is a relative reduction of 18%. In the general, curves of utility
look more stable when LDA and scaling are introduced, which implies that utility gets preserved even with
relatively high values of k.
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MDAV
MDAV with LDA

(a) Accuracy (b) F-measure

Figure 12: Empirical utility extracted from the UCI Adult dataset, microaggregated with original MDAV (blue) and with
LDA-based MDAV (orange). Both in terms of accuracy and F-measure, LDA-based MDAV preserves better the utility of
anonymized data.

MDAV
MDAV with LDA

(a) Accuracy (b) F-measure

Figure 13: Empirical utility extracted from the Breast Cancer Wisconsin dataset, microaggregated with original MDAV (blue)
and with LDA-based MDAV (orange). Both in terms of accuracy and F-measure, LDA-based MDAV seems to preserve better
the utility of anonymized data.
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(a) Accuracy (b) F-measure

Figure 14: Empirical utility extracted from the Heart disease dataset, microaggregated with original MDAV (blue) and with
LDA-based MDAV (orange). Both in terms of accuracy and F-measure, LDA-based MDAV preserves better the utility of
anonymized data.

As described in §3, the results aforementioned are corroborated in experiments with three more data
sets. When testing Breast Cancer Wisconsin data set, the benefits of MDAV with LDA are again evident.
Also in this case, for some values of k, the reduction is significant. Fig. 13 illustrates this in terms of
accuracy and F-measure. Although the results of our method are better than those of “plain” MDAV, they
do not seem as good as those obtained with the UCI Adult data set. There are several reasons that justify
this behavior. Different data sets might naturally involve different macrotrends whose quality, in terms of
utility, could also vary depending even on the amount of data. In addition, learning models built from the
Breast Cancer Wisconsin data set show a maximum reachable accuracy of about 97% (i.e., very high), while
it is about 80% for UCI Adult. Thus, we suspect that, when the room for improvement is greater, it is more
likely that higher increases in accuracy can be reached.

Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the results of assessing microaggregation algorithms over Heart Disease and
synthetic data sets, respectively. For this two data sets, we confirm that MDAV with LDA achieves its
goal of preserving utility of microaggregated data sets better than with MDAV. Once more we verify the
benefits of our proposed mechanism but also the difficulty to do so given that MDAV already offer a privacy
preserving approach.

Even though experimenting over real data sets might be enough for validation purposes, we use a synthetic
data set with the aim to validate the results obtained over real data.

As a last note, classical distortion metrics based on MSE does not make sense in this study since the
transformation based on LDA does not modify distances among points. In the case of scaling points are
indeed separated in the direction of maximum discrimination, so it is even possible that the resulting
distortion in this context is even greater than 1 although the empirical results are improved.

4.6.1. Discussion on results
The results obtained by our method are encouraging in that they show a consistent and, in some cases,

significant preservation of data utility for microaggregated data. We would like to make some points below
about this matter.

First, although MDAV with LDA behaves consistently better, in terms of data utility, than classical
MDAV, the increase in utility may depend on the data set at hand, particularly on the information it can
contribute to a learning model to improve its performance. Little could be done if machine learning algo-
rithms cannot obtain practical accurate models from data even before applying privacy protection methods.

Second, in practice, our proposal does not imply any modification of the iterative process performed
by MDAV. Given that our method modifies the representation of data before being microaggregated, the
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(a) Accuracy (b) F-measure

Figure 15: Degradation of the empirical utility for the synthetic data set.

resulting computation complexity remains invariable. This detail is important because, in times when the
world revolves around big data, processing time quickly becomes a bottleneck with respect to the potential
applications of large-scale databases. Moreover, domains as critical as health, vehicular traffic, or network
intrusion detection are currently using tons of data to help computational systems make real-time, and even
life-or-death decisions. Due to such demanding requirements, privacy issues related to data processing are
commonly overshadowed. Thus, from the perspective of privacy, we feel that any improvement in preserving
data utility without a price in (computing) efficiency is not negligible and some works are currently being
purposed in this direction [43, 35].

Finally, we would like to point out that, since our approach resorts to changing the representation of
data –although not necessarily its semantics–, conventional, syntactic, utility metrics such as distortion
(measured as MSE) would be hardly applicable in this context. This fact gradually characterized syntactic
metrics as less meaningful in practical, real-word applications.

5. Conclusion

Our method successfully preserves the empirical utility of data when microaggregated through MDAV. This
is done by transforming quasi-identifier values in such a way that, after microaggregated, the resulting
k-anonymous cells enable the construction of a more effective machine learning classifier.

Graphically illustrated, our proposal gets “thinner” microcells in the direction of maximum discrimina-
tion, obtaining a distribution of cells and reconstruction that better preserve the statistical properties on
microaggregated data. Linear Discriminant Analysis and scaling are applied to find this direction and to
weight the inherent distortion by an empirical parameter α.

In terms of accuracy and F-measure of resulting machine learning models, LDA applied to MDAV
outperforms the classical implementation of MDAV. Although MDAV is by default benign when affecting
the statistics within data, our approach successfully preserves the utility of data after microaggregation.
This is confirmed trough systematic experimentation over synthetic and real data sets.

Conveniently, this benefit comes at no cost, e.g., in terms of running time, as other utility preserving
proposals do ([38]). Thus, our approach is both functionally and computationally effective. Furthermore,
ours is the first application of LDA to the domain of statistical disclosure control, applying a substantial
and non trivial modification of any microaggregation algorithm, although here is assessed with MDAV.

Further research in this direction could involve the generalization of this method to address multi-class
classification and not only binary classification scenarios. More generally, it might be interesting to study
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other machine-learning-based models as mechanisms to represent and microaggregate data to reduce the
distortion introduced to variables, combination of variables. or directions that contribute to a more accurate
classification.

As other research in this field, our proposal paves the way for future work on improving the performance
of microaggregation algorithms for specific application domains of data. This mainly implies exploring adap-
tations or novel contributions for privacy protection that exploit to the maximum the statistical properties of
all the information available within microdata. This work confirms the intuition that some of the strategies
already available for machine learning could be used to preserve the utility of microaggregated data.
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